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Letter to the Editor

First comes the A, then the B: what we learned from the COVID-19 outbreak⁎
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A B S T R A C T

The SARS-CoV-2 epidemic, which has spread to many countries around the world, has hit Europe particularly
hard. From our point of view, in a rural emergency department (with an annual patient census of around 25,000)
in northeastern Italy, it is necessary to preserve the hospital and prevent it from becoming an outbreak of
infection. In our experience, we reevaluated the negative predictive value of lung ultrasound to rule out lung
involvement. Since severe acute respiratory failure appears to be the leading cause of death for COVID-19
patients, it is essential to focus on this clinical feature. We currently believe that a patient suspected of COVID-
19, if he has a normal ultrasound examination (a so-called "A-profile"), can be discharged home to continue
isolation and be treated without being hospitalized.

The SARS-CoV2 outbreak spreads quickly through droplets and,
therefore, through close contact between people. Isolation of the people
is the primary strategy to avoid the spread of this infection.
Unfortunately, small outbreaks are easy to develop in small commu-
nities such as long-term care facilities or hospitals. COVID-19 (the
disease caused by SARS-CoV2) seems to be mainly related to lung in-
volvement. Although other organs may be involved (the infection can
cause diarrhea, myocarditis, and encephalitis as well), the cause of
death for many patients appears to be a profound and severe respiratory
failure [1]. Unfortunately, in many countries, the number of beds in
intensive care units (ICUs), ventilators, doctors, and nurses trained in
critical care medicine is not sufficient for the number of patients. If
many people got infected and required ICU level of care concurrently,
there might be a paucity of supplies. Early recognition of infected pa-
tients at an early stage of the disease and discharge of patients without
COVID-19 pneumonia could avoid extensive ICU hospitalization [2].

In this epidemic, lung ultrasound seems to confirm the diagnostic
performances highlighted for other lung pathologies. In particular - at
least from the first reports - the sensitivity appears to be adequate, even
if the ultrasound findings are not specific [3–5]. On the other hand, the
high pre-test probability determined by the high number of infections
makes the presumptive diagnosis not so tricky. However, even com-
puted tomography is afflicted by the same limits: a sensitivity close to
100% but a significantly lower specificity (even less than 25%) [6–8]. It
is difficult to establish the diagnostic accuracy of an imaging technique
if the presumed gold standard, i.e., the reverse-transcription poly-
merase chain reaction (RT-PCR) via nasopharyngeal swab, seems to
have an accuracy of about 70% [9].

So, it seems that the main quality of lung ultrasound is to allow us
an early diagnosis and, therefore, an initial treatment, right? Wrong.
The terms of the matter must be reversed.

Italy has been particularly affected by the SARS-CoV-2 epidemic.
Since we practice in a rural emergency department (with an annual
patient census of around 25,000) in northeastern Italy, we have had the
opportunity to evaluate several COVID-19 patients and people exposed
to SARS-CoV2. What we have learned from this epidemic is the sig-
nificant negative predictive value of lung ultrasound. Our preliminary
data have taught us that through lung ultrasound, we can exclude lung
involvement in high pre-test probability patients. We can establish that
these are patients at low risk of developing respiratory failure within
hours. Of course, this does not exempt us from checking their health,
but it allows us a quick ruling out and rapid discharge. If these patients
are SARS-CoV2 infected, their hospitalization would only increase the
likelihood that the infection will spread to the hospital, without
bringing any therapeutic benefit to the patients themselves. A normal
image on the lung ultrasound examination, a so-called "A-profile" (i.e.,
the presence of A-lines and the absence of B-lines) (Fig. 1), precisely
because of the high sensitivity, allows excluding lung involvement from
COVID-19. From our preliminary data, no patient with a normal pattern
on lung ultrasound had subsequent lung involvement from COVID-19.
In fact, in about 100 cases of healthcare operators involved in the
management of COVID-19 patients, only two were infected (one case of
mild respiratory failure and one asymptomatic). Lung ultrasound (12-
area anterior and posterior chest scan with convex or linear probe) was
positive in three cases: one false positive and two true positives. None of
the remaining cases with normal lung ultrasound showed a clinical or
ultrasound deterioration at the follow-up of a month (weekly ultra-
sound check).

If the larger case series confirm these data, we can say that the
strength of the lung ultrasound lies precisely in its ability to rule out.
When the peak of the infection decreases, but we will still be involved
in the epidemic, the screening role of lung ultrasound - thanks to its
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ability to rule out - will become even more appreciable [10].
We are deeply convinced that this lesson should direct all future

studies on the role of lung ultrasound in this global epidemic, rather
than scrambling to look for highly specific signs and findings. First,
there is A and then comes B.
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